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Search About us We are a gang of seven friends who love exploring the world in the search of good
food, fun and friends. We always travel light and have a camera and a laptop in one of us. We focus
our food & drinks on keeping it healthy and out of all the Mc’s and McDonald’s. We are ambassadors

to local food, local culture and to give a sense of the happiness of the local food. We love cooking
and love sharing our recipes, we respect the farmers and the animals and we respect the land in

which we live. We believe that the service should be quality before everything else, this has made us
really hard workers, we also love the trips abroad, discovering new cultures, especially the

Mediterranean ones. Join us and enjoy our adventures, the learnings & the culture. We are not
special, not evolved and not specialised! We are just us, with the same ingredients, the same fire

and the same desire to eat. If you are also interested in this, join us! can have those memories. And
when I am suddenly aware that I am having a thought, like "Hmmmm, this is weird, the wind has

changed directions all of a sudden, and was that a shadow in the corner of my eye?" I try to dismiss
it, but it keeps nagging me. It doesn't bother me. I don't get freaked out. It's not tangible. It's just

thoughts. And I have had those for 30 years. I have had thoughts that I didn't understand, and never
expressed, and felt embarrassed about. When I get a thought about those feelings, I take the time to
acknowledge them, and try to find the things that brought them up in the first place. I don't know if

I'm going to survive another 30 years. I am 75, and I am probably going to die soon. In fact,
sometimes I have a sudden flash of a memory from when I was a kid. If I stay with my breathing, I

can handle the thoughts. And if I give my mind space, I can handle the thoughts. Do that. Give your
mind space. If you can handle the thoughts, you'll never lose your mind. Please? I was thinking about
this the other day. It was when I saw this tweet. The reason I saw the tweet? That wasn't the reason.
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